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These study supporters care 
about your business success 
and growing your bottom line:



“I have a little under 500 Facebook followers, is that good?”  

“Only about 21 percent of my marketing emails are being opened, that seems low.” 

“I feel so overwhelmed trying to manage my social media. I don’t know what to do.”   

“What can I expect to pay to have a website built for my business?” 

While the specific questions have changed over the 15+ years I’ve been a digital marketing consultant, 
speaker, and educator specializing in outdoor recreation, the practitioners unknowns have not. That’s 
why I developed the Digital Marketing Benchmark Study for Outdoor Hospitality.  

This second in the series is designed to be considered a “virtual roundtable” - an exchange of 
practical, functional information and statistics amongst peers regarding the state of digital marketing in 
RV parks and campgrounds across the United States. Thank you to all participants. You have made a 
difference in our industry sector’s collective and long-range success.  

As you continue to refer back to this data when making digital marketing decisions throughout your 
year, please remember our study supporters, the generous businesses that care enough about your 
business success to bring this actionable information to you. Their contact information can be found 
on the following pages.  

 
              Cheers to all the savvy modern marketers out there…

Digital Marketing Benchmark Study  
for Outdoor Hospitality 2016/17
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The Digital Marketing Benchmark Study for  
Outdoor Hospitality 2016/2017 is brought to you  
in part by our generous sponsors:

AGS   
Michael Moore 
www.AGSPub.com 
guides@agspub.com 
877-518-1989 

PathFinder OutDoor Destinations  
Terry Goodall 
www.PathFinderDestinations.com 
terry@pathfinderdestinations.com 
+61 439 332 357 

Gorin+Cohen Consulting Group 
David Gorin 
www.GorinCohenConsulting.com  
inquiries@gorincohenconsulting.com  
703-448-6863/603-455-1884

 

TengoInternet, Inc.  
Eric Stumberg 
www.TengoInternet.com  
marketing@tengointernet.com  
855-855-7474

LeadingCampings of Europe  
Eicke Schüürmann 
www.LeadingCampings.com  
info@leadingcampings.com 
+49 (0)2 11 / 89 96 49 95

Roadabode Productions  
Evanne Schmarder 
www.Roadabode.com 
evanne@roadabode.com 
702-460-9863

TACO   
Brian Schaeffer  
www.TexasCampgrounds.com 
brian@texascampgrounds.com 
877-518-1989 

Astra   
Peter Kearns  
Astra.CampgroundManager.com 
peterk@missionmgmt.com 
800-547-9147/250-432-9276 
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Finding an excellent publishing company isn’t just about 
claims of exposure or numbers that can be thrown at you 
during a sales pitch. 

 It’s about finding a marketing partner like AGS who provides 
quality work and conducts all business with integrity.  

Since 1986 AGS has worked with both big corporate entities to develop eye-popping brand 
standards and campground owners/operators that simply want to provide a nice product for 
their guests, serving campgrounds from across the US and Canada. 

AGS believes that the better our clients bottom line, the better for everyone. That’s why AGS 
is the only guest guide provider that has a universal loyalty program for campgrounds for 
their use in promoting their park. From printing brochures to Google AdWords to strategic 
partnerships with digital media experts like Evanne, AGS can help in any aspect of your 
business.  

Our web division, TXAD Internet, builds, hosts and maintains SEO-friendly websites 
established with responsive design, allowing your campground website to be viewable on 
every device. Our knowledge of Google standards and SEO boosts search results and brings 
more actual visitors to your website. 
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For more information, please contact:  
Michael Moore 
www.AGSpub.com  
guides@agspub.com 
877-518-1989
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The Texas Association of Campground Owners 
(TACO) represents nearly 400 primarily private RV  
parks and campgrounds in Texas.  

Formed in 1972, TACO parks can be found in the award-winning annual publication,  
RV Travel & Camping Guide to Texas along with the number one consumer search engine for RV parks 
in Texas, www.TexasCampgrounds.com. 

In addition to park promotion, TACO’s primary function is fighting for the campground industry in the 
Texas legislature by informing and educating lawmakers on the impact of the camping industry along 
with providing valuable insight into potential and current legislation.  

TACO also provides member campgrounds with basic legal counsel and a members-only legal 
handbook for campgrounds to refer to in time of need.  

If you’re interested in becoming a member or advertising to member campgrounds or RVers coming to 
Texas we’d love to talk with you. 
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For more information, please contact:  
Brian Schaeffer 
www.TexasCampgrounds.com  
www.TACOMembers.com 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Providing Wireless Solutions to businesses across North America for 
over 14 years, TengoInternet has been helping customers achieve 
results that matter. From consulting, design, and implementation to 
management services, TengoInternet has mastered the art and 
science of implementing first-class turnkey WiFi.  

Click the screen to play a short video and learn how TengoInternet can help connect you for success: 
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What? No video?? Yikes!!

To view the video you must be looking at the study 
using Adobe Reader. 

Do that or visit TengoInternet's very cool video page to 
watch the explainer video and learn how 

TengoInternet can help you have happy campers! 

For more information, please contact: Eric Stumberg

marketing@tengointernet.com  |  www.TengoInternet.com  |  855-855-7474

Having trouble viewing 
the video? 

Visit TengoInternet's video 
page at TengoInternet.com/

learn-tengo to watch 
"WiFi That Works"
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Built with new powerful reservations features and the 
latest online booking technology, ASTRA brings all 
the facets of campground management together in 
one system that improves customer interactions, 
streamlines important processes, and helps increase 
revenue with real-time online around-the-clock 
booking on your RV park website.  

From the makers of Campground Manager 
Software@/BookYourSite™ and BookYourSite™, we 
proudly present the next generation of RV park/
campground property management system. 

   For more information, please contact:  
Peter Kearns  
Astra.CampgroundManager.com 
peterk@missionmgmt.com 
800-547-9147/250-432-9276

Providing consulting services exclusively to the RV 
park and campground industry, Gorin+Cohen 
Consulting Group serves private individuals   
and companies as well as public agencies on the 
local and state levels, investors, developers, buyers, 
and park owners.  

The firm conducts pre-feasibility and feasibility 
studies, due diligence support for buyers and 
investors, park evaluation studies, park development 
planning, renovation and upgrade planning, and 
more.

For more information, please contact:  
David Gorin 
www.GorinCohenConsulting.com  
inquiries@gorincohenconsulting.com  
703-448-6863/603-455-1884
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For more information, please contact:  
Terry Goodall 
www.PathFinderDestinations.com 
terry@pathfinderdestinations.com 
+61 439 332 357

PathFinder OutDoor Destinations is a highly 
tailored and personalized business development 
and fully-integrated marketing service designed to 
differentiate and grow your holiday park or tourism 
business and take it to the next level.  

With a passion for helping businesses thrive and 
decades of experience to back it up, Terry Goodall 
heads a dedicated team that will effectively 
become an extension of your team. Give Terry a 
call or send an email for an obligation-free chat 
and see how Pathfinder can work for and with you 
to achieve your business goals. 

LeadingCampings is the sole 
transnational working 
marketing cooperation of fully 
individual open air tourism 
resorts throughout Europe. This 
registered association, 
headquartered in Germany, 
currently serves 39 members 
in 12 European countries. 

LeadingCampings is honored to have the following distinctions:  

•Most prestigious group of European Camping: proven by international 
awards and prizes. No competitor has received more recognition.
•Most experienced group of European Plein-Air-tourism: several member 
parks age around 60 years and have gained more experience than Club 
Méditerranée or other operators in the field.
•Most advanced group of European individual tourism: regionally unique 
offers in sports, entertainment and service novelties, golf courses on site, 
glamping accommodations, etc.
•Most ecological group of European Camping: certified following ISO 
14.001, Ecocamp-ing, Manifesto Ambientale Veneto, EMAS II, EU-
Flower.
•Most powerful group of European high class camping: Founded in 1994, 
2016 achieved 8.5 million overnight stays, European-wide approximately 
2,300 employees.
•Most international group: Since summer 2009 officially accredited at the 
European Community as the sole entity of European camping business. 
Since March 2012 corporate member of PathFinder OutDoor 
Destinations, an intercontinental excellence network, based in Australia. 
Since 2014 supporter of Camping Academy at University Breda (NL). 

For more information, please contact: Eicke Schüürmann 
www.LeadingCampings.com  |  info@leadingcampings.com 
+49 (0)2 11 / 89 96 49 95
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The Digital Marketing Benchmark Study 2016/17 is designed to 
provide insight, direction, and benchmarks to those responsible for 
marketing the outdoor hospitality industry.  

The study, brought to you in part by our very generous supporters, is 
divided into sections and can be reviewed as a whole for overall 
program consideration or can be used to measure and tweak 
individual platforms and practices.  

The study developer purposely utilized the same (or very similar) 
survey questions, included in this report in similar order, as used in 
the 2013/14 study for comparative purposes. 

The study’s Executive Summary has a brief study over study 
comparison. New topics for 2016/17 include Marketing Budget, 
Instagram Marketing, an expanded look at website development 
and costing, a snapshot of productivity tools and techniques, and an 
overview of analytics tools being used. 

A number of survey questions allowed the respondent to “select all 
that apply”. In this case the total question responses will add up to 
greater than 100 percent.  

Just as in the previous study, the developer offers conclusions and 
opportunities for the modern marketer’s consideration.  

Please note, this is not a scientific study but rather a gathering of in-
the-field information, actions, and individual results to be used as a 
benchmark for marketing outdoor hospitality digitally.  

Copyright ©2017 Roadabode Productions 
Information contained in this report may be used only 

with proper attribution. 

How To Use This Study

This online survey was open to all outdoor hospitality digital marketers from December 5, 2015-
July 2, 2016. During that period 229 digital marketers took the survey and provided insight. 



Executive Summary: Digital Marketing Benchmarks for Outdoor Hospitality
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No surprise, Facebook continues to be the leading social 
media platform with an over 90% adoption rate. This 
remains steady from the previous study.  Continued use of 
Pinterest increased almost two-fold while YouTube usage 
decreased slightly. Too few to report, texting as a marketing 
tool is nearly non-existent in the U.S. 

Most social media platform user programs are mature, with 
study participants reporting a history of three-plus years on 
all platforms with the exception of Instagram.  

The one to five, six to ten, and sixteen plus hours category 
of average time spent per week managing digital marketing 
remained consistent study over study however, we saw 
growth in the eleven to fifteen hour category.   

Websites are nearly universal and we found that 
approximately half of respondents spent $3000 or less to 
develop their site. Ongoing annual website maintenance 
costs varied wildly ranging from $0 to $25,000+.   

More than half of respondents utilize paid advertising and 
they expect to spend the same or more in the upcoming 
year. Zero reported the intention to spend less. 

While the majority of respondents utilize online 
reservations, less than half are seeing reservations booked 
via mobile.  

Study developer Evanne Schmarder, principle, Roadabode 
Productions, saw significant opportunities in a number of areas 
including target marketing, planning, and productivity.  

While many study participants report overwhelm, a vast majority do 
not outsource digital marketing but rather add these duties to their 
already full daily, weekly, or monthly operating schedules.  
Additionally, nearly seventy-five percent do not take advantage of 
online productivity tools that would ease a portion of the day-to-day 
digital marketing burden.  

As to pinpointing their target market, most are lacking customer 
personas identifying exactly those that may respond to specific 
marketing messages and platforms, have not developed a USP 
(unique selling proposition), and approximately ninety percent have 
not calculated the lifetime dollar value of a customer.  

The lack of a written marketing plan (approximately seventy 
percent), the absence of a well-defined hashtag strategy by 
approximately two-thirds of respondents, the reporting that forty-
plus percent create content “on the fly”, and the lack of strong 
analytics analysis points to the opportunity outdoor hospitality 
marketers have to increase their digital marketing success. 

Do DIGITAL MARKETING BENCHMARK STUDY RESPONDENTS 
CONSIDER THEIR PROGRAMS SUCCESSFUL? 

FIND OUT ON PAGE 22
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Outdoor Hospitality Digital Marketers: Demographics 
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“Other” responses include a combination of the three options, 
luxury resort and spa properties, and condo camping
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Program Planning: Vision and Execution 
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One “Other” respondent noted 
that if a workamper is “skilled in 
digital marketing” they will put 
those skills to use at the park
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.

Program Planning: Target Market Understanding
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Responses to this question 
varied from $1200 at the low 
end of the scale to $150,000 at 
the high end of the scale
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3

Program Planning: Marketing and Content Plans, Results/ROI Tracking
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Program Planning: Social Platforms and Social Productivity 
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“Other” responses 
include:  
•Post Planner
•Scoop.it
•Canva
•Pixabay “Other” responses 

include:  
•Google Analytics
•Yelp
•Trip Advisor
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Program Planning: Productivity Processes
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Marketing Budget: Outsourcing
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“Other” responses included PPC, social media ad 
creation, and online advertising consulting 
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Marketing Budget: Paid Advertising
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REGARDING YOUR MARKETING BUDGET, WHAT IS YOUR 
PERCENTAGE SPLIT BETWEEN DIGITAL MARKETING AND

TRADITIONAL MARKETING? Responses to this question ran 
the gambit from 10/90 to 90/10. The average respondent 
allocates their marketing budget 50/50 between digital 

channels and traditional channels such as print 
directories and visitor guides.  
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Email Marketing: Program
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“Other” responses include:  
• thank yous 
• invitations

“Other” responses include:  
•plain old regular email 
•Gmail 
•Vertical Response 10
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Email Marketing: Campaigns 
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Email 
Statistics

% of 
Opens

% of 
Click-
thrus

% of 
Bounces

2016/17 
Survey 

Average
32.7% 25% 5.4%

2013/14 
Survey 

Average
33.5% 22.7% 7.2%
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Facebook Marketing: Platform Participation

HOW MANY FACEBOOK “LIKES” DO YOU HAVE?  
The average outdoor hospitality Facebook marketer responding to this survey has 207 average Page followers.  

The reported low was 50. The reported high was 4,600. 
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Facebook Marketing: Frequency and Engagement

“Other” responses include:  
•once to three times/week
•seasonally
• two to three times/week in season, weekly off-season
•on the fly
•only when I have something to say
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Twitter Marketing: Platform Participation, Frequency, Engagement
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HOW MANY TWITTER “FOLLOWERS” DO YOU HAVE?  
The average outdoor hospitality Twitter marketer responding to this survey 

has 450 average Twitter followers.  
The reported low was 10. The reported high was 1,152. 

“Other” responses include:  
•weekly in season 
• infrequently 
•on the fly  
• I post to Twitter and Facebook at the same time
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YouTube Marketing: Platform Participation, Content Production, Posting
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HOW MANY YOUTUBE CHANNEL “SUBSCRIBERS” DO YOU HAVE?  
The average outdoor hospitality YouTube marketer responding to this 

survey has 62 average YouTube subscribers.  
The reported low was 2. The reported high was 240. 
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YouTube Marketing: Content and Engagement

“Other” responses include:  
•not consistent/not enough/infrequently 
•on the fly 
•when available 
•one to three/year 
• two to three/year 
• three/year 
• for special events 
• for events and promotions
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Pinterest Marketing: Platform Participation, Engagement, Content, Strategy
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Instagram Marketing: Platform Participation and Engagement
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HOW MANY INSTAGRAM “FOLLOWERS” DO YOU HAVE?  
The average outdoor hospitality Instagram marketer responding to 

this survey has 306 Instagram subscribers. 
Several respondents were unsure of their follower numbers.

The reported high was 572. 
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Instagram Marketing: Content and Strategy
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Website Marketing: Presence and Budgeting
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WHAT IS YOUR APPROXIMATE ANNUAL BUDGET 
 FOR MAINTAINING YOUR WEBSITE?  

The average outdoor hospitality website marketer responding to this 
survey spends approximately $1,016 per year maintaining their website. 

The low ranged between $0 and under $200. The highest reporting 
respondents spend between $10,000 and $25,000 annually.
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Website Marketing: Online Reservations and Analytics
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0%-25%    25%-50%    51%-75%    N/A
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Digital Marketing Goals, Initiatives, Comments, Observations  
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DIGITAL MARKETING INITIATIVES AND/OR GOALS:  

VIDEO 
• Create video tours, how-tos of most often asked questions

CONTENT 
• Develop more, fresher, more frequent content
• Utilize more advanced content posting methods
• Create newsletter schedule/release newsletters monthly

ENGAGEMENT 
• Increase social media (FB, Twitter, Instagram) use and

engagement
• Increase organic engagement on FB posts
• Double (or increase) the number of fans/followers/

subscribers
• Utilize post-stay surveys

WEBSITE 
• Drive more traffic to website thru FB ads
• Advertise with Google/PPC
• Improve organic search
• Update website more frequently
• Develop a better, more modern website
• Get more personal control over my website

MISCELLANEOUS 
• Look into a texting platform
• Understand and utilize targeting/retargeting
• Develop social media ambassadors
• Develop cross-promotions with associated businesses
• Increase lead scoring
• Utilize targeted nurturing

DIGITAL MARKETING PROGRAM SUCCESS: 

What are your peers saying about digital marketing? What do they want to focus on and accomplish with their digital 
marketing program? What tactics are top of mind and what points of view are being shared throughout the industry?  

Fewer 2016/17 study 
respondents report 
viewing their programs 
as successful than 
those that responded to 
the 2013/14 study 
while the number of 
those that say their 
program is not 
successful or they are 
unsure of its success 
nearly doubled  
study over study. That equates to a near equal split between 
viewing respondent programs as successful versus unsuccessful 
or not sure. Comments included:  

• ROI is hard to measure•don’t know how to analyze 
it•we’re not tracking it (but we should)•lack of 
knowledge and effort•don’t spend enough time on it

• It has helped us get the word out that we exist•30%
increases in income in each of the last two
years•doubled Facebook fan base in one year

• Considering I do it mostly myself, it is very successful 
but much more could be accomplished if help were 
outsourced•Yes, but could be more successful, there 
are always more customers out there 
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Digital marketing - a holistic and all-encompassing  
approach to marketing using a variety of online  
tactics - also referred to as online marketing  

Social media marketing - utilizing social media platforms and 
tools when conducting a digital marketing program 

Content marketing - tactical usage of a diverse assortment of 
content - articles, event schedules, reviews, images, video, 
etc. - across your entire digital marketing landscape 

Editorial calendar - detailed schedule of content release 
including topics (even full posts), dates, and responsible 
parties  

Email open rate - number of email messages opened for each 
specific campaign  

Email click-thru rate - number of clicks from opened emails 

Email bounce rate - number of undeliverable email addresses 
(soft bounces are temporary, hard bounces are fatal) 

YouTube channel - a term used to describe a users account 

Pinterest pinboard - a method to organize and categorize 
pins, curated and collected images, using Pinterest  

Hashtag - a word or phrase preceded by a hash or pound sign 
(#) and used to identify messages on a specific topic 

Search engine optimization (SEO) - tactics to improve the 
organic (unpaid) search engine ranking of websites and brands 

Glossary of TermsConclusions/Recommendations  

Digital marketing has been and continues to be a challenge to businesses 
both large and small. Setting goals, identifying tactics, and developing a 
measurement plan are all critical to a successful outcome. For outdoor 
hospitality providers with a limited budget and/or staff, precise planning, 
productivity tools, and a regular block of “digital marketing time” - away 
from the office - can make a tremendous difference. For large 
organizations, finding skilled individuals to assist with tasks including 
planning, developing, posting, and measuring continues to be an issue. 
By creating and sharing a clear road map of a what a successful program 
looks like, many pitfalls can be avoided.  

Based upon survey responses and trend research, below are three areas 
that smart modern marketers can utilize to reach the always changing 
outdoor hospitality guest.  

1. Video Videos continue their rapid rise as consumers’ favorite type of
content. With the ongoing feud between Google’s YouTube and
Facebook Live, there's never been a better time to become a video
provider. Facebook, looking to usurp YouTube, is heavily promoting
Facebook Live content, promising to make you and your consumer
big winners in the video arena.

2. Productivity tools, processes There are a number of stellar, free and
paid, productivity platforms available for the small business operator
to take advantage of. The key is to identify what needs to be done, set
a schedule, and adhere to the plan, preferably in writing.

3. Hashtag strategy  In short, hashtags help social media users find
content - pictures, posts, etc. - that are of interest to them. Certainly
use image or post relevant hashtags but rather than a hit and miss,
reserve an agreed upon number of hashtags that reflect your business
and your industry to be used on each and every picture and post.
Build productivity into your hashtag strategy by using the text-
replacement tool on your device.
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For over 15 years Evanne Schmarder and her digital marketing 
consultancy, Roadabode Productions, has served the outdoor 
recreation industry.  

Evanne brings clarity and direction to digital marketing programs, 
provides a go-to knowledge resource, and has trained, entertained, 
and motivated park owners and operators just like you on topics 

ranging from video marketing to marketing planning to productivity, platforms and more at 
numerous conferences and events.  

Roadabode’s consulting and mentoring services teach today’s top tech tools to help clients 
create relationships, develop their online presence, and drive business to their sales portal. We 
even help analyze and measure digital marketing results and make suggestions as necessary. 

From digital marketing diagnostics, 3- or 6-month consulting programs, on-demand mentoring, 
social media platform reviews, website redesign and redevelopment services to group learning 
sessions, seminars and workshops, and keynote addresses it is always our pleasure to help you 
meet - and even exceed - your digital marketing goals. 
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For more information, please contact: 
Evanne Schmarder 
www.Roadabode.com 
evanne@roadabode.com 
702-460-9863

Don't miss my monthly column,  
Modern Marketing,  

in Woodall’s Campground Management
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Thank you for reviewing the study. 

It is my sincere hope that you gained insight and knowledge that 
will help you grow your digital marketing success and achieve  
your online goals.  

If you found this information valuable, please 
share this study with your colleagues, peers, 
and across your social media accounts.  
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